
Thief Simulator VR for Quest 2 - 3rd place on the Top Sellers list
and first update

A week after the premiere, the VR thief game from 3R Games SA became the third
most-bought title of the Meta Quest 2 platform and received its first major update.
What’s new and improved for the players?

Thief Simulator VR: Greenview Street debuted on 7/7/2022 - and from the very beginning,
arousing a lot of interest among players. The open world and the non-linear nature of the
game offer greater possibilities of fun than in other games, but also increase the risk of
potential bugs. The creators addressed the first player reports with yesterday's update,
which, among others:

● introduces the possibility of physical crouching;
● it introduces more tutorial pop-ups, making it easier for new players to start;
● it balances the difficulty of hiding and escaping from the police;
● additionally, it increases the comfort of driving a car;
● eliminates potential history blocks.

- This is the first of many updates we want to develop the title with. I am glad that players
appreciate our commitment to production, praising, among others a sense of freedom
unprecedented in VR, high immersion, a pleasant driving model and adrenaline
accompanying subsequent rounds of fun - says Piotr Surmacz, president of 3R Games and
game director - We care about constantly improving the quality of the game, direct contact
and building players' trust, therefore all opinions in Quest Store I try to answer personally.
This is also the case with the video accompanying the update.

A video of the CEO with a message to gamers can be seen here:

https://youtu.be/ubZ5TcRJ4zY

The premiere version of the game offers about 10 hours of basic gameplay, while the fun is
significantly extended by the open game world that encourages experiments. To meet
increasingly difficult challenges, players will learn new skills and buy thieves' tools. There are
over a dozen of those in the premiere version, and the developers are already working on
the next update.

Thief Simulator is a popular brand that has found over 2.4 million buyers in all its versions for
PC and Nintendo Switch, Xbox and PlayStation. How many of the 15 million owners of
Quest 2 are willing to try stealthy stealth?

Time will tell, meanwhile, the developers invite you to join their growing community on
Discord, where you can find game tips and a full list of changes introduced with the update.
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